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Our Simple Universe

On large scales, the Universe can be modeled with remarkably few parameters

age of the Universe

geometry of space

density of atoms

density of matter

amplitude of fluctuations

scale dependence of fluctuations

[of course, details often not quite as simple]



Our Puzzling Universe

Ordinary Matter
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“Dark Matter”

“Dark Energy”
accelerates the expansion
dominates the total energy density
smoothly distributed

acceleration first measured by SN 1998
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next frontier: understand
cosmological constant Λ:  w ≡P/ϱ=-1?

magnitude of Λ very surprising
dynamic dark energy varying in time 
and space, w(a)?
breakdown of GR?



Many new DE/modified gravity theories developed over last decade

Most can be categorized based on how they break GR:

The only local, second-order gravitational field equations that can be derived 
from a four-dimensional action that is constructed solely from the 
metric tensor, and admitting Bianchi identities, are GR + Λ.

Lovelock’s theorem (1969)

[subject to viability conditions]

Theory Space: Breaking GR



Many new DE/modified gravity theories developed over last decade

Most can be categorized based on how they break GR:

The only local, second-order gravitational field equations that can be derived 
from a four-dimensional action that is constructed solely from the 
metric tensor, and admit Bianchi identities, are GR + Λ.

Lovelock’s theorem (1969)

subject to viability conditions: ghosts? instabilities?

  

Theory Space: Breaking GR

No favored alternative theory, theory space hard to summarize succinctly

Need unifying frameworks + phenomenology to compare to data



important to test GR over 
cosmological scales

Expansion history

from supernovae, CMB peaks + 
baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAO)

agreement with ΛCDM 

limited information on dark energy/
modified gravity: at most w0, wa

Testing dark energy 
and gravity

• Λ size difficult to explain


• Important to test GR over 
cosmological scales


• Expansion history 

• From supernovae, BAOs, 
CMB peaks position


• Agreement with LCDM


• Not so much information on 
DE/Gravity: at most w0, wa
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Fig. 27. Samples from the distribution of the dark energy pa-
rameters w0 and wa using Planck TT+lowP+BAO+JLA data,
colour-coded by the value of the Hubble parameter H0. Contours
show the corresponding 68 % and 95 % limits. Dashed grey lines
intersect at the point in parameter space corresponding to a cos-
mological constant.

This constraint is unchanged at the quoted precision if we add
the JLA supernovae data and the H0 prior of Eq. (30).

Figure 26 illustrates these results in the ⌦m–⌦⇤ plane. We
adopt Eq. (50) as our most reliable constraint on spatial curva-
ture. Our Universe appears to be spatially flat to an accuracy of
0.5%.

6.3. Dark energy

The physical explanation for the observed accelerated expansion
of the Universe is currently not known. In standard ⇤CDM the
acceleration is provided by a cosmological constant satisfying an
equation of state w ⌘ pDE/⇢DE = �1. However, there are many
possible alternatives, typically described either in terms of extra
degrees of freedom associated with scalar fields or modifications
of general relativity on cosmological scales (for reviews see e.g.,
Copeland et al. 2006; Tsujikawa 2010). A detailed study of these
models and the constraints imposed by Planck and other data is
presented in a separate paper, Planck Collaboration XIV (2015).

Here we will limit ourselves to the most basic extensions
of ⇤CDM, which can be phenomenologically described in
terms of the equation of state parameter w alone. Specifically
we will use the camb implementation of the “parameterized
post-Friedmann” (PPF) framework of Hu & Sawicki (2007) and
Fang et al. (2008) to test whether there is any evidence that w
varies with time. This framework aims to recover the behaviour
of canonical (i.e., those with a standard kinetic term) scalar field
cosmologies minimally coupled to gravity when w � �1, and
accurately approximates them for values w ⇡ �1. In these mod-
els the speed of sound is equal to the speed of light so that the
clustering of the dark energy inside the horizon is strongly sup-
pressed. The advantage of using the PPF formalism is that it is
possible to study the “phantom domain”, w < �1, including tran-
sitions across the “phantom barrier”, w = �1, which is not pos-
sible for canonical scalar fields.

The CMB temperature data alone does not strongly constrain
w, because of a strong geometrical degeneracy even for spatially-
flat models. From Planck we find

w = �1.54+0.62
�0.50 (95%,Planck TT+lowP), (51)

i.e., almost a 2� shift into the phantom domain. This is partly,
but not entirely, a parameter volume e↵ect, with the average ef-
fective �2 improving by h��2i ⇡ 2 compared to base ⇤CDM.
This is consistent with the preference for a higher lensing am-
plitude discussed in Sect. 5.1.2, improving the fit in the w < �1
region, where the lensing smoothing amplitude becomes slightly
larger. However, the lower limit in Eq. (51) is largely determined
by the (arbitrary) prior H0 < 100 km s�1Mpc�1, chosen for the
Hubble parameter. Much of the posterior volume in the phan-
tom region is associated with extreme values for cosmological
parameters,which are excluded by other astrophysical data. The
mild tension with base ⇤CDM disappears as we add more data
that break the geometrical degeneracy. Adding Planck lensing
and BAO, JLA and H0 (“ext”) gives the 95 % constraints:

w = �1.023+0.091
�0.096 Planck TT+lowP+ext ; (52a)

w = �1.006+0.085
�0.091 Planck TT+lowP+lensing+ext ; (52b)

w = �1.019+0.075
�0.080 Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP+lensing+ext .

(52c)

The addition of Planck lensing, or using the full Planck tem-
perature+polarization likelihood together with the BAO, JLA,
and H0 data does not substantially improve the constraint of
Eq. (52a). All of these data set combinations are compatible with
the base ⇤CDM value of w = �1. In PCP13, we conservatively
quoted w = �1.13+0.24

�0.25, based on combining Planck with BAO,
as our most reliable limit on w. The errors in Eqs. (52a)–(52c) are
substantially smaller, mainly because of the addition of the JLA
SNe data, which o↵er a sensitive probe of the dark energy equa-
tion of state at z <⇠ 1. In PCP13, the addition of the SNLS SNe
data pulled w into the phantom domain at the 2� level, reflecting
the tension between the SNLS sample and the Planck 2013 base
⇤CDM parameters. As noted in Sect. 5.3, this discrepancy is no
longer present, following improved photometric calibrations of
the SNe data in the JLA sample. One consequence of this is the
tightening of the errors in Eqs. (52a)–(52c) around the ⇤CDM
value w = �1 when we combine the JLA sample with Planck.

If w di↵ers from �1, it is likely to change with time. We
consider here the case of a Taylor expansion of w at first order in
the scale factor, parameterized by

w = w0 + (1 � a)wa. (53)

More complex models of dynamical dark energy are discussed
in Planck Collaboration XIV (2015). Figure 27 shows the 2D
marginalized posterior distribution for w0 and wa for the com-
bination Planck+BAO+JLA. The JLA SNe data are again cru-
cial in breaking the geometrical degeneracy at low redshift and
with these data we find no evidence for a departure from the
base ⇤CDM cosmology. The points in Fig. 27 show samples
from these chains colour-coded by the value of H0. From these
MCMC chains, we find H0 = (68.2 ± 1.1) km s�1Mpc�1. Much
higher values of H0 would favour the phantom regime, w < �1.

As pointed out in Sects. 5.5.2 and 5.6 the CFHTLenS weak
lensing data are in tension with the Planck base ⇤CDM parame-
ters. Examples of this tension can be seen in investigations of
dark energy and modified gravity, since some of these mod-
els can modify the growth rate of fluctuations from the base
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Fig. 14. Acoustic-scale distance ratio DV(z)/rdrag in the base
⇤CDM model divided by the mean distance ratio from Planck
TT+lowP+lensing. The points with 1� errors are as follows:
green star (6dFGS, Beutler et al. 2011); square (SDSS MGS,
Ross et al. 2014); red triangle and large circle (BOSS “LOWZ”
and CMASS surveys, Anderson et al. 2014); and small blue cir-
cles (WiggleZ, as analysed by Kazin et al. 2014). The grey bands
show the 68 % and 95 % confidence ranges allowed by Planck
TT+lowP+lensing.

The changes to the data points compared to figure 15 of
PCP13 are as follows. We have replaced the SDSS DR7 mea-
surements of Percival et al. (2010) with the recent analysis of
the SDSS Main Galaxy Sample (MGS) of Ross et al. (2014) at
ze↵ = 0.15, and by the Anderson et al. (2014) analysis of the
Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) ‘LOWZ’ sam-
ple at ze↵ = 0.32. Both of these analyses use peculiar veloc-
ity field reconstructions to sharpen the BAO feature and reduce
the errors on DV/rdrag. The blue points in Fig. 14 show a re-
analysis of the WiggleZ redshift survey by Kazin et al. (2014)
applying peculiar velocity reconstructions. The reconstructions
causes small shifts in DV/rdrag compared to the unreconstructed
WiggleZ results of Blake et al. (2011) and lead to reductions
in the errors on the distance measurements at ze↵ = 0.44 and
ze↵ = 0.73. The point labelled BOSS CMASS at ze↵ = 0.57
shows DV/rdrag from the analysis of Anderson et al. (2014), up-
dating the BOSS-DR9 analysis of Anderson et al. (2012) used in
PCP13.

In fact, the Anderson et al. (2014) analysis solves jointly for
the positions of the BAO feature in both the line-of-sight and
transverse directions (the distortion in the transverse direction
caused by the background cosmology is sometimes called the
Alcock-Paczynski e↵ect, Alcock & Paczynski 1979), leading to
joint constraints on the angular diameter distance DA(ze↵) and
the Hubble parameter H(ze↵). These constraints, using the tabu-
lated likelihood included in the CosmoMC module16, are plotted
in Fig. 15. Samples from the Planck TT+lowP+lensing chains
are plotted coloured by the value of ⌦ch2 for comparison. The
length of the degeneracy line is set by the allowed variation in H0
(or equivalently⌦mh2). In the Planck TT+lowP+lensing⇤CDM
analysis the line is defined approximately by

DA(0.57)/rdrag

9.384

 
H(0.57)rdrag/c

0.4582

!1.7

= 1 ± 0.0004, (26)

16http://www.sdss3.org/science/boss_publications.php

Fig. 15. 68 % and 95 % constraints on the angular diameter dis-
tance DA(z = 0.57) and Hubble parameter H(z = 0.57) from
the Anderson et al. (2014) analysis of the BOSS CMASS-DR11
sample. The fiducial sound horizon adopted by Anderson et al.
(2014) is rfid

drag = 149.28 Mpc. Samples from the Planck
TT+lowP+lensing chains are plotted coloured by their value of
⌦ch2, showing consistency of the data, but also that the BAO
measurement can tighten the Planck constraints on the matter
density.

which just grazes the BOSS CMASS 68 % error ellipse plotted
in Fig. 15. Evidently, the Planck base ⇤CDM parameters are
in good agreement with both the isotropized DV BAO measure-
ments plotted in Fig. 14, and with the anisotropic constraints
plotted in Fig. 15.

In this paper, we use the 6dFGS, SDSS-MGS and BOSS-
LOWZ BAO measurements of DV/rdrag (Beutler et al. 2011;
Ross et al. 2014; Anderson et al. 2014) and the CMASS-DR11
anisotropic BAO measurements of Anderson et al. (2014). Since
the WiggleZ volume partially overlaps that of the BOSS-
CMASS sample, and the correlations have not been quantified,
we do not use the WiggleZ results in this paper. It is clear from
Fig. 14 that the combined BAO likelihood is dominated by the
two BOSS measurements.

In the base ⇤CDM model, the Planck data constrain the
Hubble constant H0 and matter density ⌦m to high precision:

H0 = (67.3 ± 1.0) km s�1Mpc�1

⌦m = 0.315 ± 0.013

)
Planck TT+lowP. (27)

With the addition of the BAO measurements, these constraints
are strengthened significantly to

H0 = (67.6 ± 0.6) km s�1Mpc�1

⌦m = 0.310 ± 0.008

)
Planck TT+lowP+BAO.

(28)
These numbers are consistent with the Planck+lensing con-
straints of Eq. (21). Section 5.4 discusses the consistency of
these estimates of H0 with direct measurements.

Although low redshift BAO measurements are in good agree-
ment with Planck for the base ⇤CDM cosmology, this may not
be true at high redshifts. Recently, BAO features have been mea-
sured in the flux-correlation function of the Ly↵ forest of BOSS
quasars (Delubac et al. 2014) and in the cross-correlation of the
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M. Betoule et al.: Joint cosmological analysis of the SNLS and SDSS SNe Ia
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Fig. 7. Values of �coh determined for seven subsamples of the Hubble
residuals: low-z z < 0.03 and z > 0.03 (blue), SDSS z < 0.2 and z > 0.2
(green), SNLS z < 0.5 and z > 0.5 (orange), and HST (red).

Table 9. Values of �coh used in the cosmological fits.

Sample �coh

low-z 0.134
SDSS-II 0.108
SNLS 0.080
HST 0.100

Notes. Those values correspond to the weighted mean per survey of the
values shown in Fig. 7, except for HST sample for which we use the
average value of all samples. They do not depend on a specific choice
of cosmological model (see the discussion in Sect. 5.5).

6. ⇤CDM constraints from SNe Ia alone

The SN Ia sample presented in this paper covers the redshift
range 0.01 < z < 1.2. This lever-arm is su�cient to provide
a stringent constraint on a single parameter driving the evolu-
tion of the expansion rate. In particular, in a flat universe with
a cosmological constant (hereafter ⇤CDM), SNe Ia alone pro-
vide an accurate measurement of the reduced matter density⌦m.
However, SNe alone can only measure ratios of distances, which
are independent of the value of the Hubble constant today (H0 =
100 h km s�1 Mpc�1). In this section we discuss ⇤CDM param-
eter constraints from SNe Ia alone. We also detail the relative in-
fluence of each incremental change relative to the C11 analysis.

6.1. ⇤CDM fit of the Hubble diagram

Using the distance estimator given in Eq. (4), we fit a ⇤CDM
cosmology to supernovae measurements by minimizing the fol-
lowing function:

�2 = (µ̂ � µ⇤CDM(z;⌦m))†C�1(µ̂ � µ⇤CDM(z;⌦m)) (15)

with C the covariance matrix of µ̂ described in Sect. 5.5 and
µ⇤CDM(z;⌦m) = 5 log10(dL(z;⌦m)/10 pc) computed for a fixed
fiducial value13 of H0 = 70 km s�1 Mpc�1, assuming an unper-
turbed Friedmann-Lematre-Robertson-Walker geometry, which
is an acceptable approximation (Ben-Dayan et al. 2013). The

13 This value is assumed purely for convenience and using another
value would not a↵ect the cosmological fit (beyond changing accord-
ingly the recovered value of M1

B).
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als from the best-fit ⇤CDM cosmology as a function of redshift. The
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Fig. 9. 68% and 95% confidence contours for the ⇤CDM fit parame-
ters. Filled gray contours result from the fit of the full JLA sample; red
dashed contours from the fit of a subsample excluding SDSS-II data
(lowz+SNLS).

free parameters in the fit are ⌦m and the four nuisance param-
eters ↵, �, M1

B and �M from Eq. (4). The Hubble diagram for
the JLA sample and the ⇤CDM fit are shown in Fig. 8. We find
a best fit value for ⌦m of 0.295 ± 0.034. The fit parameters are
given in the first row of Table 10.

For consistency checks, we fit our full sample excluding sys-
tematic uncertainties and we fit subsamples labeled according to
the data included: SDSS+SNLS, lowz+SDSS and lowz+SNLS.
Confidence contours for ⌦m and the nuisance parameters ↵, �
and �M are given in Fig. 9 for the JLA and the lowz+SNLS
sample fits. The correlation between ⌦m and any of the nuisance
parameters is less than 10% for the JLA sample.

The ⇤CDM model is already well constrained by the SNLS
and low-z data thanks to their large redshift lever-arm. However,
the addition of the numerous and well-calibrated SDSS-II data
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Fig. 27. Samples from the distribution of the dark energy pa-
rameters w0 and wa using Planck TT+lowP+BAO+JLA data,
colour-coded by the value of the Hubble parameter H0. Contours
show the corresponding 68 % and 95 % limits. Dashed grey lines
intersect at the point in parameter space corresponding to a cos-
mological constant.

This constraint is unchanged at the quoted precision if we add
the JLA supernovae data and the H0 prior of Eq. (30).

Figure 26 illustrates these results in the ⌦m–⌦⇤ plane. We
adopt Eq. (50) as our most reliable constraint on spatial curva-
ture. Our Universe appears to be spatially flat to an accuracy of
0.5%.

6.3. Dark energy

The physical explanation for the observed accelerated expansion
of the Universe is currently not known. In standard ⇤CDM the
acceleration is provided by a cosmological constant satisfying an
equation of state w ⌘ pDE/⇢DE = �1. However, there are many
possible alternatives, typically described either in terms of extra
degrees of freedom associated with scalar fields or modifications
of general relativity on cosmological scales (for reviews see e.g.,
Copeland et al. 2006; Tsujikawa 2010). A detailed study of these
models and the constraints imposed by Planck and other data is
presented in a separate paper, Planck Collaboration XIV (2015).

Here we will limit ourselves to the most basic extensions
of ⇤CDM, which can be phenomenologically described in
terms of the equation of state parameter w alone. Specifically
we will use the camb implementation of the “parameterized
post-Friedmann” (PPF) framework of Hu & Sawicki (2007) and
Fang et al. (2008) to test whether there is any evidence that w
varies with time. This framework aims to recover the behaviour
of canonical (i.e., those with a standard kinetic term) scalar field
cosmologies minimally coupled to gravity when w � �1, and
accurately approximates them for values w ⇡ �1. In these mod-
els the speed of sound is equal to the speed of light so that the
clustering of the dark energy inside the horizon is strongly sup-
pressed. The advantage of using the PPF formalism is that it is
possible to study the “phantom domain”, w < �1, including tran-
sitions across the “phantom barrier”, w = �1, which is not pos-
sible for canonical scalar fields.

The CMB temperature data alone does not strongly constrain
w, because of a strong geometrical degeneracy even for spatially-
flat models. From Planck we find

w = �1.54+0.62
�0.50 (95%,Planck TT+lowP), (51)

i.e., almost a 2� shift into the phantom domain. This is partly,
but not entirely, a parameter volume e↵ect, with the average ef-
fective �2 improving by h��2i ⇡ 2 compared to base ⇤CDM.
This is consistent with the preference for a higher lensing am-
plitude discussed in Sect. 5.1.2, improving the fit in the w < �1
region, where the lensing smoothing amplitude becomes slightly
larger. However, the lower limit in Eq. (51) is largely determined
by the (arbitrary) prior H0 < 100 km s�1Mpc�1, chosen for the
Hubble parameter. Much of the posterior volume in the phan-
tom region is associated with extreme values for cosmological
parameters,which are excluded by other astrophysical data. The
mild tension with base ⇤CDM disappears as we add more data
that break the geometrical degeneracy. Adding Planck lensing
and BAO, JLA and H0 (“ext”) gives the 95 % constraints:

w = �1.023+0.091
�0.096 Planck TT+lowP+ext ; (52a)

w = �1.006+0.085
�0.091 Planck TT+lowP+lensing+ext ; (52b)

w = �1.019+0.075
�0.080 Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP+lensing+ext .

(52c)

The addition of Planck lensing, or using the full Planck tem-
perature+polarization likelihood together with the BAO, JLA,
and H0 data does not substantially improve the constraint of
Eq. (52a). All of these data set combinations are compatible with
the base ⇤CDM value of w = �1. In PCP13, we conservatively
quoted w = �1.13+0.24

�0.25, based on combining Planck with BAO,
as our most reliable limit on w. The errors in Eqs. (52a)–(52c) are
substantially smaller, mainly because of the addition of the JLA
SNe data, which o↵er a sensitive probe of the dark energy equa-
tion of state at z <⇠ 1. In PCP13, the addition of the SNLS SNe
data pulled w into the phantom domain at the 2� level, reflecting
the tension between the SNLS sample and the Planck 2013 base
⇤CDM parameters. As noted in Sect. 5.3, this discrepancy is no
longer present, following improved photometric calibrations of
the SNe data in the JLA sample. One consequence of this is the
tightening of the errors in Eqs. (52a)–(52c) around the ⇤CDM
value w = �1 when we combine the JLA sample with Planck.

If w di↵ers from �1, it is likely to change with time. We
consider here the case of a Taylor expansion of w at first order in
the scale factor, parameterized by

w = w0 + (1 � a)wa. (53)

More complex models of dynamical dark energy are discussed
in Planck Collaboration XIV (2015). Figure 27 shows the 2D
marginalized posterior distribution for w0 and wa for the com-
bination Planck+BAO+JLA. The JLA SNe data are again cru-
cial in breaking the geometrical degeneracy at low redshift and
with these data we find no evidence for a departure from the
base ⇤CDM cosmology. The points in Fig. 27 show samples
from these chains colour-coded by the value of H0. From these
MCMC chains, we find H0 = (68.2 ± 1.1) km s�1Mpc�1. Much
higher values of H0 would favour the phantom regime, w < �1.

As pointed out in Sects. 5.5.2 and 5.6 the CFHTLenS weak
lensing data are in tension with the Planck base ⇤CDM parame-
ters. Examples of this tension can be seen in investigations of
dark energy and modified gravity, since some of these mod-
els can modify the growth rate of fluctuations from the base
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Fig. 14. Acoustic-scale distance ratio DV(z)/rdrag in the base
⇤CDM model divided by the mean distance ratio from Planck
TT+lowP+lensing. The points with 1� errors are as follows:
green star (6dFGS, Beutler et al. 2011); square (SDSS MGS,
Ross et al. 2014); red triangle and large circle (BOSS “LOWZ”
and CMASS surveys, Anderson et al. 2014); and small blue cir-
cles (WiggleZ, as analysed by Kazin et al. 2014). The grey bands
show the 68 % and 95 % confidence ranges allowed by Planck
TT+lowP+lensing.

The changes to the data points compared to figure 15 of
PCP13 are as follows. We have replaced the SDSS DR7 mea-
surements of Percival et al. (2010) with the recent analysis of
the SDSS Main Galaxy Sample (MGS) of Ross et al. (2014) at
ze↵ = 0.15, and by the Anderson et al. (2014) analysis of the
Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) ‘LOWZ’ sam-
ple at ze↵ = 0.32. Both of these analyses use peculiar veloc-
ity field reconstructions to sharpen the BAO feature and reduce
the errors on DV/rdrag. The blue points in Fig. 14 show a re-
analysis of the WiggleZ redshift survey by Kazin et al. (2014)
applying peculiar velocity reconstructions. The reconstructions
causes small shifts in DV/rdrag compared to the unreconstructed
WiggleZ results of Blake et al. (2011) and lead to reductions
in the errors on the distance measurements at ze↵ = 0.44 and
ze↵ = 0.73. The point labelled BOSS CMASS at ze↵ = 0.57
shows DV/rdrag from the analysis of Anderson et al. (2014), up-
dating the BOSS-DR9 analysis of Anderson et al. (2012) used in
PCP13.

In fact, the Anderson et al. (2014) analysis solves jointly for
the positions of the BAO feature in both the line-of-sight and
transverse directions (the distortion in the transverse direction
caused by the background cosmology is sometimes called the
Alcock-Paczynski e↵ect, Alcock & Paczynski 1979), leading to
joint constraints on the angular diameter distance DA(ze↵) and
the Hubble parameter H(ze↵). These constraints, using the tabu-
lated likelihood included in the CosmoMC module16, are plotted
in Fig. 15. Samples from the Planck TT+lowP+lensing chains
are plotted coloured by the value of ⌦ch2 for comparison. The
length of the degeneracy line is set by the allowed variation in H0
(or equivalently⌦mh2). In the Planck TT+lowP+lensing⇤CDM
analysis the line is defined approximately by

DA(0.57)/rdrag

9.384

 
H(0.57)rdrag/c

0.4582

!1.7

= 1 ± 0.0004, (26)

16http://www.sdss3.org/science/boss_publications.php

Fig. 15. 68 % and 95 % constraints on the angular diameter dis-
tance DA(z = 0.57) and Hubble parameter H(z = 0.57) from
the Anderson et al. (2014) analysis of the BOSS CMASS-DR11
sample. The fiducial sound horizon adopted by Anderson et al.
(2014) is rfid

drag = 149.28 Mpc. Samples from the Planck
TT+lowP+lensing chains are plotted coloured by their value of
⌦ch2, showing consistency of the data, but also that the BAO
measurement can tighten the Planck constraints on the matter
density.

which just grazes the BOSS CMASS 68 % error ellipse plotted
in Fig. 15. Evidently, the Planck base ⇤CDM parameters are
in good agreement with both the isotropized DV BAO measure-
ments plotted in Fig. 14, and with the anisotropic constraints
plotted in Fig. 15.

In this paper, we use the 6dFGS, SDSS-MGS and BOSS-
LOWZ BAO measurements of DV/rdrag (Beutler et al. 2011;
Ross et al. 2014; Anderson et al. 2014) and the CMASS-DR11
anisotropic BAO measurements of Anderson et al. (2014). Since
the WiggleZ volume partially overlaps that of the BOSS-
CMASS sample, and the correlations have not been quantified,
we do not use the WiggleZ results in this paper. It is clear from
Fig. 14 that the combined BAO likelihood is dominated by the
two BOSS measurements.

In the base ⇤CDM model, the Planck data constrain the
Hubble constant H0 and matter density ⌦m to high precision:

H0 = (67.3 ± 1.0) km s�1Mpc�1

⌦m = 0.315 ± 0.013

)
Planck TT+lowP. (27)

With the addition of the BAO measurements, these constraints
are strengthened significantly to

H0 = (67.6 ± 0.6) km s�1Mpc�1

⌦m = 0.310 ± 0.008

)
Planck TT+lowP+BAO.

(28)
These numbers are consistent with the Planck+lensing con-
straints of Eq. (21). Section 5.4 discusses the consistency of
these estimates of H0 with direct measurements.

Although low redshift BAO measurements are in good agree-
ment with Planck for the base ⇤CDM cosmology, this may not
be true at high redshifts. Recently, BAO features have been mea-
sured in the flux-correlation function of the Ly↵ forest of BOSS
quasars (Delubac et al. 2014) and in the cross-correlation of the
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Fig. 7. Values of �coh determined for seven subsamples of the Hubble
residuals: low-z z < 0.03 and z > 0.03 (blue), SDSS z < 0.2 and z > 0.2
(green), SNLS z < 0.5 and z > 0.5 (orange), and HST (red).

Table 9. Values of �coh used in the cosmological fits.

Sample �coh

low-z 0.134
SDSS-II 0.108
SNLS 0.080
HST 0.100

Notes. Those values correspond to the weighted mean per survey of the
values shown in Fig. 7, except for HST sample for which we use the
average value of all samples. They do not depend on a specific choice
of cosmological model (see the discussion in Sect. 5.5).

6. ⇤CDM constraints from SNe Ia alone

The SN Ia sample presented in this paper covers the redshift
range 0.01 < z < 1.2. This lever-arm is su�cient to provide
a stringent constraint on a single parameter driving the evolu-
tion of the expansion rate. In particular, in a flat universe with
a cosmological constant (hereafter ⇤CDM), SNe Ia alone pro-
vide an accurate measurement of the reduced matter density⌦m.
However, SNe alone can only measure ratios of distances, which
are independent of the value of the Hubble constant today (H0 =
100 h km s�1 Mpc�1). In this section we discuss ⇤CDM param-
eter constraints from SNe Ia alone. We also detail the relative in-
fluence of each incremental change relative to the C11 analysis.

6.1. ⇤CDM fit of the Hubble diagram

Using the distance estimator given in Eq. (4), we fit a ⇤CDM
cosmology to supernovae measurements by minimizing the fol-
lowing function:

�2 = (µ̂ � µ⇤CDM(z;⌦m))†C�1(µ̂ � µ⇤CDM(z;⌦m)) (15)

with C the covariance matrix of µ̂ described in Sect. 5.5 and
µ⇤CDM(z;⌦m) = 5 log10(dL(z;⌦m)/10 pc) computed for a fixed
fiducial value13 of H0 = 70 km s�1 Mpc�1, assuming an unper-
turbed Friedmann-Lematre-Robertson-Walker geometry, which
is an acceptable approximation (Ben-Dayan et al. 2013). The

13 This value is assumed purely for convenience and using another
value would not a↵ect the cosmological fit (beyond changing accord-
ingly the recovered value of M1

B).
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Fig. 8. Top: Hubble diagram of the combined sample. The distance
modulus redshift relation of the best-fit ⇤CDM cosmology for a fixed
H0 = 70 km s�1 Mpc�1 is shown as the black line. Bottom: residu-
als from the best-fit ⇤CDM cosmology as a function of redshift. The
weighted average of the residuals in logarithmic redshift bins of width
�z/z ⇠ 0.24 are shown as black dots.
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Fig. 9. 68% and 95% confidence contours for the ⇤CDM fit parame-
ters. Filled gray contours result from the fit of the full JLA sample; red
dashed contours from the fit of a subsample excluding SDSS-II data
(lowz+SNLS).

free parameters in the fit are ⌦m and the four nuisance param-
eters ↵, �, M1

B and �M from Eq. (4). The Hubble diagram for
the JLA sample and the ⇤CDM fit are shown in Fig. 8. We find
a best fit value for ⌦m of 0.295 ± 0.034. The fit parameters are
given in the first row of Table 10.

For consistency checks, we fit our full sample excluding sys-
tematic uncertainties and we fit subsamples labeled according to
the data included: SDSS+SNLS, lowz+SDSS and lowz+SNLS.
Confidence contours for ⌦m and the nuisance parameters ↵, �
and �M are given in Fig. 9 for the JLA and the lowz+SNLS
sample fits. The correlation between ⌦m and any of the nuisance
parameters is less than 10% for the JLA sample.

The ⇤CDM model is already well constrained by the SNLS
and low-z data thanks to their large redshift lever-arm. However,
the addition of the numerous and well-calibrated SDSS-II data
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Type Ia SN state of the art

BAO state of the art

Planck XIII, 2015

JLA, Betoule+ 2014

BAO state of the art

Type IA SN state of the art

H2(a) = H2
0

⇣
⌦Ma�3 + ⌦DEa

�3(1+w0+wa)e�3wa(1�a)
⌘

Testing Cosmic 
Acceleration 



gravity drives formation of cosmic structure, dark energy slows it 
down

growth of structure contains much more information than expansion rate

linear level: perturbation theory

non-linear evolution: numerical simulations

reliably predict dark matter distribution, for wCDM cosmologies + individual MG models

Cosmic Structure Formation

Springel+, 2006

time



Connect theory to data

Springel+, 2006

Springel+, 2006

 fundamental 
physics 

+ model parameters dark matter

galaxies, light

generate initial 
conditions, evolve

galaxy formation models 

?

?



What to look for in the galaxy 
distribution?

    clusters (over densities), 

voids (under densities)

three-point correlations,...

two-point correlations

BAOs

non-lin.
structure

need redshift, understand galaxy bias

lin. growth



Galaxy Clustering

measure BAOs + shape of 
correlation function
→ growth of structure, expansion 
history
Key systematic: galaxy bias

Anderson et al. ’12 (BOSS)

LSS Probes of Dark Energy



LSS Probes of Dark Energy

Weak 
Gravitational 

Lensing



light deflected by tidal field of LSS
coherent distortion of galaxy shapes 
“shear”

shear related to projected matter 
distribution
key systematics

shape measurements
assume random intrinsic orientation, 
average over many galaxies

Weak Gravitational Lensing

LSS Probes of Dark Energy

measure shear correlation function/power spectrum 
probes total matter power spectrum (w/ broad projection kernel)

measure average (tangential) shear around galaxies/clusters
probes halo mass

credit: IAP



Weak Lensing
galaxy positions, shapes, 
types, redshifts

Supernovae
light curve, redshift

~Optical Dark Energy Surveys

Galaxy Clustering
galaxy positions, types, redshifts

Galaxy Clusters
cluster centers, redshifts, 
member galaxies

Spectroscopic galaxy surveys
determine redshifts of select galaxies



the early days: SDSS, 2-degree Field survey(2dF):            

                              low-redshift galaxies

Spectroscopic Dark Energy Surveys

credit: 2dF collaboration

O(105 � 106)
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Figure 14. The “Hubble diagram” from the world collection of spectroscopic BAO detections. Blue, red, and green points show BAO measurements of DV /rd,
DM/rd, and DH/rd, respectively, from the sources indicated in the legend. These can be compared to the correspondingly coloured lines, which represents
predictions of the fiducial Planck ⇤CDM model (with ⌦m = 0.3156, h = 0.6727). The scaling by

p

z is arbitrary, chosen to compress the dynamic range
sufficiently to make error bars visible on the plot. For visual clarity, the Ly↵ cross-correlation points have been shifted slightly in redshift; auto-correlation
points are plotted at the correct effective redshift. Measurements shown by open points are not incorporated in our cosmological parameter analysis because
they are not independent of the BOSS measurements.

presented in Table 9 and denoted as G-M et al. (2016 a+b+c). The
combination of these three sets of results is presented at the end
of Gil-Marı́n et al. (2016c). As before, this case is compared to
our full-shape column of Table 7, approximating LOWZ to our low
redshift bin and CMASS to our high redshift bin, where the vol-
ume difference factor has been taken into account. Our DM mea-
surement of 1.7% in the low redshift bin and 1.8% in the high red-
shift bin compares to 1.5% and 1.1%, respectively, in Gil-Marı́n
2016 a+b+c. Regarding H(z), our measurement of 2.8% in both
the low and high redshift bins compares to 2.5% and 1.8% in Gil-
Marı́n 2016 a+b+c. Finally our f�8 constraint of 9.5% and 8.9% in
the low and high redshift bin compares to the LOWZ and CMASS
measurements of 9.2% and 6.0% by Gil-Marin 2016a+b+c. One
can attribute the improvement in Gil-Marı́n 2016a+b+c when com-
pared to our measurement to the use of the bispectrum, which has
not been used in our analysis.

c
� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–38

the present: BOSS, WiggleZ, …

  intermediate-redshift galaxies 

Spectroscopic Dark Energy Surveys

Alam+ 2016
talk by F. Beutler

credit: SDSSIII

credit: 2dF collaboration

O(106)



Spectroscopic Dark Energy Surveys

DESI Hubble Diagram:  
•  Estimated Errors after 5 year survey 

8 
Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument 
U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

May	2016	DOE	CD-3	Review

R.	Wechsler	-	P7

DESI Hubble Diagram

Ex
pa
ns
io
n	
Ra
te

FDR		
Figure	2.10

Redshift

DESI	predictions

Current	Data

10

DESI Survey: ~ 34M Galaxies, 14K deg2 

•  10 million Bright Galaxies 0.0<z<0.4 
•  4 million Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs) 0.4<z<1 
•  17.1 million Emission Line Galaxies (ELGs) 0.6<z<1.6 
•  1.7 million Tracer Quasars (QSOs) 1<z<2.1 
•  0.7 million High redshift Quasars probe IGM (Lyman-alpha forest) (z>2.1) 

5 
Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument 
U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

May	2016	DOE	CD-3	Review

R.	Wechsler	-	P7

Five	target	classes	spanning	redshifts	z=0	➔ 3.5.	
~34	million	redshifts	over	14,000	sq.	degrees	(baseline	survey).

What is DESI?

4	million	LRGs

17	million	ELGs

2.4	million	QSOs

10	million	brightest	galaxies

3

Dark Energy  
turns on here 

DESI CDR

DESI CDR

    

credit: SDSSIII

credit: 2dF collaboration

the future: Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI)

              intermediate+high-z galaxies O(107)



Supernovae + Strong 
Lensing
light curve, redshift

~Optical Dark Energy Surveys

Weak Lensing
galaxy positions, shapes, 
types, redshifts

Galaxy Clustering
galaxy positions, types, redshifts

Galaxy Clusters
cluster centers, redshifts, 
member galaxies

Spectroscopic galaxy surveys
determine redshifts of select galaxies

Photometric galaxy surveys
image all galaxies to lim. brightness, in multiple bands

Time domain surveys
repeated observations with suitable cadence



Photometric Dark Energy Surveys



The Dark Energy Survey
• Probe origin of Cosmic 

Acceleration: 
– Distance vs. redshift 
– Growth of Structure 

•  Two multicolor surveys: 
      − 300 M galaxies over 5000  
         sq deg, grizY to 24th mag 
      − 3000 supernovae (27 sq deg) 
• New camera for CTIO Blanco 4m 

telescope 
     − DECam Facility instrument 
•  Survey started Aug. 2013 
     − Finished 5 seasons, 105  
         nights per season (Aug-Feb)  

www.darkenergysurvey.org

DECam on the CTIO Blanco 4m

http://www.darkenergysurvey.org


Dark Energy Survey: Progress

Major El Nino affected Year 3

SV (150 sq .deg., full depth) 
science done, catalogs public 

Y1 (1500 sq. deg., 40% depth) 
data processed, cosmology 
results 

Y3 (5000 sq. deg., 50% depth) 
data processed, vetting 
catalogs 

Y5 observations completed 
Y5.5 in 2018B
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Dark Energy Survey 
Collaboration



DES Year 1 Galaxy Samples

First Year of Data: ~1800 sq. deg. Analyzed 1321 s.d. after cuts

• 660,000 redMaGiC galaxies with 
excellent photo-z’s 

• Measure angular clustering in 5 
redshift bins 

• Use as lenses for galaxy-galaxy 
lensing

• 26 million source galaxies 
• 4 redshift bins 
• Sources for cosmic shear & 

galaxy-galaxy lensing



DES Year 1 Cosmology Analysis

galaxies x galaxies: 
angular clustering

lensing x lensing: 
cosmic sheargalaxies x lensing: 

galaxy-galaxy lensing



DES Year 1 Cosmology Analysis

Compare & consistently combine three 2-point 
correlation function measurements: 

• Angular clustering: autocorrelation of 660,000 
luminous red galaxies with excellent photo-z’s, in 
5 redshift bins 

• Cosmic shear weak lensing: shear-shear 
correlation functions from 26 million galaxy 
shapes in 4 redshift bins 

• Galaxy-galaxy lensing: correlate red galaxy 
positions (foreground lenses) with source galaxy 
shear



With great statistical power comes great 
systematic responsibility

SPT 
regionSV area previously  

analyzed

Zuntz, Sheldon+, Samuroff+  
Cawthon+, Davis+, Gatti, Vielzeuf+, Hoyle, Gruen+ 

Drlica-Wagner, Rykoff, Sevilla+

Krause, Eifler+, MacCrann, DeRose+



Measurements:  
shear catalogs

Metacalibration 
● New estimator measuring shear 

response internally by deconvolving, 
shearing, deconvolving.  

● Uses g, r, i bands.  

● 35 M galaxies (26 M for cosmology).  

im3shape  
● Best-fit bulge & disc models, 

calibrated with simulations.  

● Uses only r-band. 

● 22 M galaxies (18 M for cosmology).  

(Huff+17, Sheldon+17, Zuntz+17) 









Cosmological model 
+ model parameters

evolve

dark matter

galaxies, light

galaxy formation

observational 
systematics

Cosmology Analysis: Modeling

Credit: DarkSky Simulation
(Skillman,…,Wechsler+2014) 



Multi-Probe Methodology
from data vector D to parameters p 

● model data vector, incl. relevant systematics  
○ implementation details should not contribute to error budget 
○ are the systematics parameterizations sufficient for DES-Y1? 

● covariance for ~450 data points 
● sampler - don’t get the last step wrong... 

    methods paper: validate model + implementation, 
    covariance, sampling

Krause, Eifler+ 1706.09359



Cosmology Pipeline Validation
data vector log(L) for variation of 

1 parameter

(+22 other parameters)



Systematics Modeling + Mitigation

baseline systematics marginalization (20 parameters) 
• linear bias of lens galaxies, per lens z-bin 
• lens galaxy photo-zs, per lens z-bin 
• source galaxy photo-zs, per source z-bin 
• multiplicative shear calibration, per source z-bin 
• intrinsic alignments, power-law/free amplitude per per source z-bin

Krause, Eifler+ 1706.09359



Systematics Modeling + Mitigation

baseline systematics marginalization (20 parameters) 
• linear bias of lens galaxies, per lens z-bin 
• lens galaxy photo-zs, per lens z-bin 
• source galaxy photo-zs, per source z-bin 
• multiplicative shear calibration, per source z-bin 
• intrinsic alignments, power-law/free amplitude per per source z-bin 

-> this list is known to be incomplete 
    how much will known, unaccounted-for systematics bias Y1 results? 

-> choice of parameterizations ≠ universal truth 
    are these parameterizations sufficiently flexible for Y1 analyses?

Krause, Eifler+ 1706.09359



Angular Scale Cuts: remove known, 
unaccounted-for systematics

-> this list is known to be incomplete 
      how much will known, unaccounted-for systematics bias Y1 results? 

Example: generate input ‘data’ incl. 2nd order galaxy bias 
 enhances clustering signal on small physical scales 
 determine scale cuts to minimize parameter biases



Systematics Mitigation: imperfect 
parameterizations



Analysis Validation:  
Mock Catalogs -> Cosmology

DeRose+ (in prep.):  
 Realistic DES mock catalogs including galaxy 
properties  and DES-specific observational effects 

MacCrann, DeRose+

MacCrann, DeRose+ 2018: 
Measure 3x2pt on mock catalogs 
(with known cosmology) 
Analyze with DES cosmology 
pipeline 
Recover input cosmology! 
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Covariance Validation
Oliver Friedrich, Lucas Seco, Nick Kokron, Rogerio Rosenfeld, many others

DES-Y1 analysis uses halo model covariance matrix 

• Validation method: 
•produce 1200 DES-like areas mocks with different geometries: 
circular and DES-like mask 
•estimate covariance matrix from these mocks 

•Validation metric: 
•parameter uncertainties, determined in simulated analyses 
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Mocks

Theory

Covariance Validation



Multi-Probe Blinding
Goal: minimize confirmation bias  
Implementation: two-staged blinding process 

● shear catalogs scaled by unknown factor, until catalogs fixed 
● cosmo params shifted by unknown vector, until full analysis fixed 
● (do not overplot measurement + theory) 
● (clearly state any post-unblinding changes in paper) 

DES Collaboration 1708.01530



Multi-Probe Blinding
Goal: minimize confirmation bias  
Implementation: two-staged blinding process 

● shear catalogs scaled by unknown factor, until catalogs fixed 
● cosmo params shifted by unknown vector, until full analysis fixed 
● (do not overplot measurement + theory) 
● (clearly state any post-unblinding changes in paper) 

Post-Unblinding Updates 
● shear catalog blinding removed by meta-calibration 

○ best-kept secret in DES 

● include survey footprint in shot/shape noise model  
○ updates to evidence ratios, 𝛘2  
○ 𝛘2/dof =1.16 

○ parameter values ~unaffected DES Collaboration 1708.01530
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When to Combine Probes?
● Adopted Bayesian Evidence Ratio R  as criterion to compare 

hypotheses H0 and H1 

● H0 is favored with R:1 odds over H1 . 

● Jeffreys scale:  R > 3.2 substantial evidence, R > 10 strong evidence 

● For combining probes: 

H0 = ‘data sets described by same model parameters’ 
H1 = ‘data sets described by different model parameters

Matter Density
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equal prior on H0, H1

Combine iff R > 0.1 
(R< 0.1: strong evidence for inconsistency)



Multi-Probe Constraints: LCDM

● DES-Y1 most stringent 
constraints from weak lensing 

● marginalized 4 cosmology 
parameters, 10 clustering 
nuisance parameters, and 10 
lensing nuisance parameters 

● consistent (R = 583) cosmology 
constraints from weak lensing 
and clustering in configuration 
space
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DES Collaboration 1708.01530 
(numbers from revised version)



DES Collaboration 1708.01530 
(numbers from revised version)
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Comparison of DES 3x2 with Planck CMB: 
low-z vs high-z in ΛCDM

● note: contours marginalized 
over M𝜈=[0.06,1]eV  

● DES-3x2pt and Planck 
(TT+lowP, without CMB 
lensing) constrain S8 and Ωm  
with comparable strength 

● Central values differ by >1σ, in 
same direction as KiDS 

● Bayes factor R = 6.6, 
“substantial” evidence for 
consistency in ΛCDM



DES Collaboration 1708.01530 – revised numbers
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Combine multiple data sets: wCDM

● DES-3x2pt+Planck does 
not favor wCDM 

● (w,h, M𝜈) highly degenerate 
for DES-3x2pt/Planck 
alone 

● DES-3x2pt+BAO+SN 
consistent with Planck in 
wCDM 

● combination disfavors 
wCMD (Rw =0.1), yields 



Troxel, Krause+ 1804.10663
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Consistency of Cosmic Shear Measurements
● applied shape noise 

correction from DES-Y1 
revision to KiDS-450 
(Hildebrandt+2017) 

● 𝛘2  = 121 (118 dof) 
before: 𝛘2 =161 

● updated marginalization 
of multiplicative shear 
calibration 

● applied known update to 
effective angular bin 
centers 



Troxel, Krause+ 1804.10663
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Consistency of Cosmic Shear Measurements

Modeling, priors + scale cuts 
as in KiDS-450 (Hildebrandt+ 2017) 

Modeling, priors + scale cuts 
as in DES-Y1 (Troxel+ 2017) 



Conclusions
• LCDM is a minimal and robust model and hard to break 

• Only ~2 sigma tensions (except for perhaps H0), e.g. DES 
Y1 results consistent with Planck CMB in ΛCDM. 

• DES Y1 has published 20 papers on the first 20% of the 
total DES volume -> 60% data volume analysis is ongoing 

• Information gain for DES will not just come from data 
volume but even more so from methodology… it’s early 
days for optical multi-probe analyses 

• The future with JWST, LSST, Euclid, WFIRST, DESI, 4MOST, 
ELTs, and many others optical/NIR instruments is extremely 
exciting/challenging for cosmology 


